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A CROSS-CIILTURAL STIIDY OF THOUGHT PROCESSES AS MEASURED BY PIAGETIS

TESTS OF CONSERVAT]ON OF QUANTITY

by

Vera Selma Margolis

ABSTRACT OF THESIS

This study evaluated inËelligence by measuring the level of thought

processes of children aged approximately seven years, using tasks based on

Piagetrs developmental theory of intelligence. A comparison was based on

knowledge of the conservation concept of quantity using Piaget type problems

with continuous and discontinuous materials. This involved â Canadian

f.ndian sample, a Jamaican sample, an Urban Canadian sample without kinder-

garten experience, and an Urban Canadian sample with kindergarten experi-

ence. In addition, the effects of teaching these concepts in two brief

training sessions T¡tas assessed for all but Ëhe Jamaican sample.

It was suggested Ëhat a judgment based on 1evel of thought lùas a more

eguitable Ëest for cross-cu1tural purposes. These tests also provide inform-

ation as to thow! a child thinks , and therefore serve as a guide to

education "

The prediction that subjects coming from an enriched environment

would score higher on these Ëests was upheld, as the children with kinder-

garten experience or longer atËendance at school had significantly more

knowledge of Ehe concept of conservation of guantity. However, the hyPo-

Ëhesis that subjects from a less conceptually oriented culËure would benefit

more from the training sessions had to be rejected. The results showed that

both city groups benefited significantly more Ëhan the Canadian Indian grouP.

It was proposed that the type of training should be altered for the

Canadian f,ndian sample.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to evaluate and compare the level of

thought of children around Lhe age of seven years who have been raised in

different cultures. Intelligence will be evaluated herein by measuring the

level of thought processes based on Piaget rs developmental theory of

intelligence.

Tests in current use are based on ËhouEht content. The Stanford-

Binet TesE and the tr{echsler Scales are considered today to be synonymous

with intelligence. In these tests, Ëhe subject is presented with a wide

variety of tasks in the expectation that a sampling of all important inEel-

lecËual functions will be represented (Anastasi, L96L). The S[anford-Binet

is well-desígned, standardl-zed, and yields a single score derived from a

battery of sub-tests. Each item correlates with the total score, thus

indicating a common factor of general abÍlity, which is, however, not

defined. The hÏechsler Scales are also efficiently designed and cover a

wide range of tasks" This test produces a composite I.Q. score as well as

separate scores for the verbal scale and perforrrrance scale. Ihis test pro-

vides useful scores, but is based on no clear theory of intelligence" In

addition to lack of theoretical i,,ct-ifioat-ian rheSe testS are Very Vulner-

able to cultural influence, type of environaerit, and experience of the

subject (Eels & Davis, 1951) " They have not shown themselves Ëo be partic-

ularly useful when useC in cultures differing from ours (MacArthur , L964).

Piaget¡s work on intelligence is based on a theory of menEal matura-

tion. His concept of developmenlal stages of thoughË brings a fresh

approach to this subject. He sËat,es that the sequence of stages is univer-



sal and that all children pass through these stages in the same order" The

effect of culture is exhibited only by the chronological age at which these

stages appear and therefore tests based on his theory are nearer the culture-

free pole. Piaget tests indicate the present level of cognitive development

of the chíId. Their value lies in revealing the type of learning for which

the child is ready. It is in assessíng Ëhis readiness, that the chíef

value of Piaget Tests have for cross-cultural testing"

Piaget ïIas arÌ original worker in this field, and used the clinical

method by choice. The signifícance of his work resËs in the detaíled obser-

vations of children, from which he derived a wealth of hypotheses. He has

perhaps been too sure of his hypotheses without fircr raer-inr r\g¡¡ ¡¡9¡g

rigorously" In other, more recent, studies Piaget Tests have been used for

psychometric purposes, and standardized procedures have been instituted"

The child has been ínterrogated only to ascertain the reasons for his

4tlù wer "

Piagetts study on intellectual processes has led him to conclude thaË

at around seven years of age, the average child reaches a stage of develop-

ment marked by the ability to use certain logical operations irr his thinking.

These logical operaLions have become independent of perception. O.re of the

most outstanding features of this transition is the acquisíËion of the

princÍple of conservation. This is the principle that a given amount of

matter remains consLant despite transformations. Tirese stages range from

no conservaEion, to on-and-off-conservation, to certain conservation"

Quantíty is the first property to be conserved and appears earlier

Èhan weighË or volume (Piaget & Inhelder, L947; Inhelder, L962). Conserva-

tion of weight and volume always implies conservaLion of guantity. Each

typÍfies a level of genetic development in logical consËrucËion. The age



at \¡7hich a level of inËel1ectua1 funcËioning appears Ís relative to the

environinent which can encourage or impede growth. The influence of the

environment provides opportunitÍes for learning, social interchange and

moEivation, all of ivhich contribute Ëo the leve1 of development.

In this study comparison of thought level of the chíldren will be

assessed according to their understanding of the concept of conservation

of quantity.

Developmental Approaches to InËelligence

The limiËations of the meaning of the term intelligence, combined

with the consequent difficulties of measurement and prediction, have

caused some Psychologists to explore a developmental approach to this prob-

le,:n" Their efforts to this point have been largely in the area of theoret-

ical formulation. Research indicates that long term predicËion depends not

only on the child¡s present staËe, but on what environmental circumstances

he will encounter in the future. Development of intelligence is dependent

not only on heredity but on interactíon of the organism with his environ-

ment. Longitudinal studies (Bayley, L949; Honzik, L94B) shoi¿ substantial

gains and losses in test scores due Ëo varíation in experience. Studies

of identical twins reared apart show variation in I. Q"'s which has to be

atËributed to environment (Newman et al., L937) " IË seems evident from

Ëhese studies that intellectual content will vary, depending on the life

experiences of the individual.

carrell (1965) ín his rheory

thaE the element of general ability

them fluid and crystallized general

as ttsome sort of mental capacity or

of intellectual development has stated

contains two factors. He has named

abilíty. He refers to fluid ability

energyrr (Cattell , L965, p. 303), whích
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correlates \.^iith many tasks. It reaches its highest growËh when the brain

achieves maturity, which is about fifteen years of age. This he conceives

to be the innate intelligence of the individual. crysrallized abLLiry is

a collection of rrskilled judgrnents a person has acquired by applying his

fluid intelligence to his school opportunities" (Cattell, L965, p. 304).

These abilities represent knowledge based on learning. Crystallized ability

can continue to grow in a stimulating environment, but fluid ability could

be reduced by age or brain injury.

Hebbts (1949) theory synthesízed neurophysÍology r,rith behavior know-

ledge to form the central processes. This presumably accounts for

intelligence, and accentuates the role of environmenE. His developmental

theory of inËelligence sLresses that the level of intelligence obtained by

an índividual is dependent on the interacËion of heredity and environment"

A nutritive environment which provides generalized experience is necessary

to normal intellectual erowth.

Hebb distinguishes two relãted ways in which intelligence is used at

present. Intelligence (A) is the innate quality of brain function separate

from any experience or knowledge gained by the individual. Intelligence (B)

is the present level of proficiency in intellecËual functíoning" (A) and

(B) are not two different things, because (A) is a necessary part of (B) "

Present intelligence tests can only measure the leve1 of InËelligence (B),

the individual rs effective developed inEelligence"

Hebbts Lheory has not been put to practical use, buË CaLtell has

constructed a series of CulËure Free Intellígence Scales to measure fluid

abilily. He has tried to eliminate all cultural influences by using

culture-free items such as geometric figures. His test,s have been success-

ful in cultures similar Ëo ours. but, otherwise cult,ural effects are evident



(Anastasí, L96L).

Piaget and Inhelder tL947) critLcJ,ze the current intelligence tests

because although they measure efficiency, they give no clue as to the

psychological operations involved. From Ëhe results of the present I.Q.

scores it is impossible to determine the existing mental operation or level

of cognitive development. They suggest that:

t'...instead of assigning levels and I.Q. t" with an astonishing mathe-
matical precision to a psychologícal action (whích is perhaps not
irreducible to any quantitative measure) fõould we notJ atËain that
end in a more direct way by qualitative and genetic analysís of its
operations It

(Píaget & Inhelder, L947, p. 402)

Piagetrs conception of íntelligence has much in common wiÈh Hebb as

they are both fundamentally developmental and both sËress organism-environ-

menË interaction. Hebb stresses perceptual experience, while Piaget claims

it Ís motor behavior that structures the central processes. Piagetrs work

has been centered on discovering the invariant and basic properties in the

functioning of cognition, as well as on the kinds of organizatíon and

their relations aE different levels of development. His theory states that

inËellectual operations are acquired by actíve interplay beEr,^¡een the organ-

ism and the environment. Variations in growth of intelligence are due to

many factors, such as inborn structures, previous experience, and the

prevailing culture.

Piaget claims that intelligence has its origÍn in infantile motor

actíon, whereby the innate reflexes'which are present at birth, such as

sucking and grasping, give rÍse to more complex forms called reflex schemas

by vírtue of active contact with the environmenË. Schemas are tightly

related action sequences, irnplying a specific cognitive structLrre. They

are labelled by the behavior sequences to which they refer ) as for example,
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the sucking schema" These schemas contínue to be nodified and coordinated

by further interaction which accounts for alteration in perception in the

course of learning. Berlyne (f965) equates coordination of schemas with

habit family hierarchies " These hierarchies may be a sequence of responses

forming a behavior chain Eo reach a goal that cannot be reached by a single

response, or they may imply equivalence of a number of responses which can

be used to attain the same soal.

The fundamental and invariant, characteristics of íntellectual func-

tíoning are organizaLíon and adaptation. Adaptation is furËher subdivided

ínto assimilation, explained as a basic tendency of the organism to embody

substances and stimulatíons; and accommodation, the process whereby the

schema changes to better conform to the assimilated reality" These invari-

anE characteristics of intelligence are the very same characterisLics which

hold for biologÍcal functioning" They supply the continuíty beËween biology

in general and inËelligence in particular. Intellectual functioning is,

Ëherefore, seen by Piaget as a highly developed extension of more primitive

activities.

"...\nre can say that behavior becomes more tintelligent I as the path-
ways between Ehe subject and the objects on which it acts cease to be
simple and become progressively more complex.. " . Thus from Ëhe
poínt of view of the structural mechanism, elementary sensorimotor
adaptations are both rigid and unidirectional, while intelligence
tends towards reversible motility"..whích is the essenLial property""

(Piaget, 1950, p. 10)

I:.rirelder (L962) regards the concept of reversibility as one of the mosË

important properties of thought operations in the concreËe and formal

operational phases.

Growth and development of cognition is due to the process of building

neuT strucLures on foundat.ions provided by earlier ones. This is accomplished

through assímilation and acconunodation providing there is conËÍnuous



interaction with the envíronment. The greater variety of situations to

which the child must accommodate. the more differentiated become the

schemas, and the more rapid is his rate of intellectual development.

Piaget divided intellectual developmenE inËo four periods with each

period divided into different stages. The first is the sensorimotor period

which consists of six stages. This carries the child from reflexes to

behavior patterns and lasts until the child is two years of age. From Ëhe

sensorimotor period the child passes to the Preoperational Stage in which

he remains until he is around severr years of age. The child has now devel-

oped the cognitive poTrer to produce a mental image, and has also begun

learning language. At the beginning of this period he is not able to

classify objects, buË Ëhis preconceptual stage is succeeded by an intuitive

period where some kinds of thinking are involved. fn problem solving the

child can only account for one factor at a Eime. For example, when he

observes rtater being poured from a thin, glass Lo a wide glass, he only

notices one facËor; either the changed 1evel of the i^iater, or the changed

width of the glass. I{hen the child learns to relate more than one factor

aË a time he enters the Concrete Operational Stage. This period lasts from

seven to eleven years of age. The child is nov¡ able to reason, but only

when the concrete objects are present. F.r instance, a child could correcËly

use Ehe concepË of relative length if the different sized sticks were placed

before hÍm. Formal Operations which begin at approximately eleven years of

age characLeríze the fourth and fÍnal period, and deals with the Índividualrs

ability of solving problems symbolically. Cognitive processes have riol^I been

freed from perception. Problems can be solved that deal with several

facËors simultaneously. Thought is no longer confined t,o what is real and

hypotheses can nol,ü be considéred which may or may not be Ërue.



Piagetrs initial premise of the linking of intelligence to biology

plus hís consistent espousal of the necessÍty of organism-environment

interaction gives continuity to his stage theory. He conceives of intell-

ígence as a hierarchical organization. Each stage of intelligence becomes

incorporated and integrated inEo Ëhe sËage following. A first response of

a child to a situation is a schemata thaË is already present from past

assimilatíon. Variations in the environment force the child to grapple

with this variation, thus rnodifying the schemata to form a different struc-

ture. Development consists of conÈinuous transformaËions in the thought

sËrucËures. For example, cognítive operations have to be performed on

concrete objects before the concrete operations evolve into formal operational

thought.

HunË (1961) has derived five hypothetical principles from Piagetts

scheme of organism-environmenL interaction. The first principle stresses

Ëhe importance of exercising initÍal reflexes in the environmenË. By pro-

cesses of assimilation and accommodation pronounced changes occur whereby the

schemata become coordínated and enlarged. For example, the sucking schema

noË only enlarges Ëo include more suckable ob iects but also becomes inter-

related with other schemas involving visual and mot.or activities. Stirnuli

that evoke the schemata are referred to as rraliment.s'r by Piaget.

rrln other r¿ords , the child does not only suck in order to eat buË also
to elude hunger, to prolong the excitation of the meal, etc., and
lastly he sucks for the sake of sucking. It is in Ëhis sense that the
object incorporated into the suckíng schema is actually assimilated to
the activiËy of this schema. The object sucked is to be conceived, not
as nourishment for the organism in general, but, so to speak, as
aliment for the very activity of sucking, according to its varíous
f orms. tl

(Piaget , L952, p. 35)

The above quotation also ties in wiËh the second principle which

states ËhaL ne\^/ accommodations and assimilations to schemata provide



pleasure, and the child therefore repeats actions in practice play.

The third principle declares that as the rate of development is due

in substantial part to environmental circumstances, it follows that the

greater the variety of situations, the more differentiated the behavioral

circumstances become.

The fourth principle emphasizes the match between Ëhe schemaËa rüithin

the organism and the external circumstances of the environment. Discrepan-

cies which are too large and beyond the limits of an organismrs capacity

evokes avoidance, but any discrepancy wíthin the organism's capacity for

accommodaLion arouses interest and curiosity (Berlyne, 1960).

The fÍfth and final principle concerns the internatizaLíon of acËions.

By a hierarchical process the organism finally achieves autonomous thought.

Equitibrium and disquitibrium constitute Piaget rs theory of motiva-

tion. The organism will continue to react with an objecË unËil assimila-

tion and accommodation are in equilibrium. Disequilibrium occurs vühen Ër¡/o

schemata have not as yet been accommodated and assimilated. The organism

will persist until integration has occurred, and a larger structure has

been formed. This striving is considered to be an innate property compar-

able to Ëhe tendency toi^iard equilibrium in the physical systems. He sees

the whole of ontogenetic development as a seríes of differing equilibrium

ùLqLEù.

The equilibrium model of learning advocated by Piaget (L952) speci-

fically includes internal reorganizations, whereby the organism, by a process

of assimilations and accommodations, relat.es the new content to previous

acquisitions. Smedslund (196fa, 1961b) has furnished evidence that changes

due Ëo conceptual conflict are responsible for the acquisition of the con-

servaËion concept. He showed children Ëwo identical balls of plasËicene.
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One ball was then altered in shape and the child was asked whether the balls

still weighed the same. He aËtempted to teach them Ehe conservation concept

by giving one group practice \^7ith additions and subtractions. L{ith another

group he used an external verification method by exposure to repeated

weighíngs of the balls. Smedslund then introduced situations producing

conflict. He elongated one ball causing the ball to look heavier. He then

broke off a piece from it which made it look lighter because part of it had

been removed. A conflÍcË, he assumedr r^/as thus set up between the tendency

Ëo judge the sar-rsage-shape heavier because of its greater length, and Ëhe

tendency to judge the sausage-shape lighter because a piece had been removed.

Much greater success in learning conservation r¿as achieved using this method

than other treatments, and Smedslund concluded that acquisition of conserva-

tion rnlas based on cognitive conflicts and internal equilibration.

Experiments based on Piag-et_rs Formul-ations

Piaget refers to his experimental technique as rthe clinical methodt,

which is not a standardized procedure but a kind of informal exploration

T¡there the experimenter uses all his skill to understand L'Ihat the child says

or does " This method best suited him. but it has been one of the main crit-

icisms levelled at his work. Although he has made extremely important con-

tributions and opened up ne\,{i avenues of research, his work has not been

reported in a scientifically acceptable manner. Inhelder (L962) admits that

these procedures do not lend themselves to statistical treatmerit. Piaget

had devised innumerable tests aimed at establishing the level of cognÍtive

maturatÍon. Lnhelder has now undertaken some sEandardization research in

collaboration wíLh Bang, and has largely confirmed the succession of stages
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which had been established by the clinical method.

It has been established that the principle of constancy or conserva-

tion is applied to the quantity of matter earlier than weight or volume

(Piaget & Inhelder, L947; Inhelder , L962). This sequence has also been

validated by Lovell and Ogilvie (1960) as well as by others. Investigations

on Ëhe validity of the stage sequence have been performed by Lunzer (f960)

and Kofsky (L966) among others. These studies have generaLLy confirmed the

theoretical formulations of Piaget" Ferguson (1965) 1isËs fifty investiga-

tions done from 1960 to L964 Ehat are either based on or related to ideas of

Piaget. Results of the maJor premises were largely as Piaget had índicated,

but certain small variations in patËern of development r¡/ere noted in their

samples.

Estes (1956) in invesËigating the conservation of number, hor,üever,

appears to be the only one r¿ho reported failure to confirm Piagetrs views.

This study has also been criticized in turn by Flavelf (f963). He felt that

the report of the procedure and results was too brief; thaË the tasks used

i,vere not drawn from Piaget,!s original work on number, but from a short popu-

lar accounË of Ëhis work; that she even varied from this account in present-

ation of tasks.

Cross - Cultural Studies

The effect of culture in Piaget tests is exhibited by the chronologi-

cal age at which the stages appear, but they are culturally faLr in Ëhat the

sequence of progressions ís universal. This phenomena was demonstrated by

Hyde (unpublished Ph.D. Ihesis, L959, in Lunzer, 1960) who administered a

large battery of Piagetrs number and quanËiËy tasks Ëo European, Arab, Indian,

and Somali schoolchildren aged six to eight years" Developmental changes in
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responses ü/ere largely as Piaget had predicted, with the European subjects

performing at a higher genetic level.

Goodnow (L962) in a replication study administered Piaget tasks of

space, weight, and volume in Hong Kong to European and Chinese chíldren

aged eleven years, with varying amount,s of schooling. Her results showed

real similarity in performance among her groups. Schooling did not seern Ëo

affect the results measurably, with culture influence at a minimum. Her

findings substantiate Ëhe universality of thought, processes, although some

tasks appear to display greater variation than others from culture to

culture "

Vernon (1965, L966) found results varied with different items Ín the

Piaget battery which he ad.ministered to samples of ten year old English,

Eskimo, Canadían Indian, and Jamaican children" r'Ìn rha a\tãraoo the English

scored higher than the other groups, although performance varied widely on

dífferent tasks; dependíng on specific environmental experiences Ín each

culture, noE just on the rrdegree of acculturatíon.tt Vernon was also very

concerned about the socio-economic condiËions such as cultural level, type

of homelife, encouragement of initiative, structural characteristics of the

mother tongue, as well as opportunity of experience in the environment.

In this study an attempt will be made to control for the variable of

active experience by instiEuting a transfer of training procedure. Schmidt

{,L960) compared the intelligence test performance of White, Indian, and

Zulu children in Natal. and found that the Zulu children wiËh an inferior

education profited the most from a training procedure. Laroche (1959) noted

similar gains were made by l{atangese children riühen he used a test-retest method"

fn some cultures thís training procedure may be the first opportunity for the

children to acquainË themselves with the testíng objects and participate in
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this type of situation, and iË r^¡ould be expect,ed that they would benefit

from this method"

A sËudy by MacArthur {L962) on Metis pupils of low socio-economic

status showed thaL tests exhibiting the least bias and the highest loading

oTr. general intellecËual ability \^Iere the SËandard and Colored Progressive

l4atrices, Cattell Ëest of tg t Scale 2, and the Safran Culture-Reduced

InËelligence LesËs" He attributed these results to ti^io factors. Firstly,

Ëhese tests are t'miniature learning siËuaËions, samples of learning-on-Ëhe-

spot, using simple symbols noË very dependent on particular previous learn-

ings.rr Secondly, they employ simple concept formation learning with Lhe

ability co use this learning in new situations. He urged that further

research should be focused on the developmental psychology of Piaget wiLh

its emphasis on concepL formation, and on the transfer theory of Ferguson.

The Canadían Indian sample used in this experiment and MacArthur 8s

Metis sample are comparable and, therefore, the present study was designed

according Ëo Ehe above plaa" A comparison will be based on knowledge of the

conservation concept of quantity using Piaget type problems with conËínuous

and discontinuous materials. A training period will also ensure that the

tasks have been understood by each child as Ëhis variable is very important

in cross-cultural testinE.

Smedslund (f961c) points up the difficulty of teaching these concepts

in a training situation. All of his subjects who had acquired the conserva-

tion concept of quantity in his training procedure extinguished very easily,

whereas of the subjects who knew the concept initially, six out of thirteen

subjects resisted extinction. Hor¿ever, it must be kept in mind that his

subjects were all Ëaken from the same environment where there T,^las equal

opportuniËy for learning these concepts. Children raised ín other cultures
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may n-ever have had access to Èhis necessary experience, but when exposed

to this information, it may be found Ëhat their maËuraËion level may be

sufficiently advanced for comprehension. Cryns | (L962) study bears out

this premise.

It is , therefore, hypothesized that children comíng from an enriched

environmenË wíll score higher on Ëhe first tesË. It is also hypothesized

that those children who come from a less conceptually oriented culËure will

profit more from a transfer of training procedure Lhan will those children

coming from our culture "



C}IAPTER II

METHOD

Sub jec_ts

Subjects consisted of 67 Canadían fndian chíldren attending school on

the Peguís Indian Reserve, lutranitoba;4L children who were attending public

school in Montego Bay, Jamaica, W"I"; 60 children attending Britannia

School in St. James, lvlanitoba who did not have kindergarteri experience; and

58 chÍldren from the same school r,¿ho had attended kindergarten for some

period of time before entering public school"

These children ranged in age from six to eighË years" An effort was

made to match the samples exacLly according to age in monÈhs, buL this proved

to be unsuccessful, because of sample selection. However, a chÍ square per-

formed on the asc,r'lfq nf fêqr-í-o according to AgeS i,\ias not Significant.

The Blishen Index (1961) was used as a basis of comparing the samples

socio-economically. This Canadian Index classifies occupations into seven

classes mainly according to income and years of schooling. Blishen¡s figures

indicate that approximately sevenËy percent of the Canadian Indian and

Eskimo populaËion are in the lowest category, Class Seven. The Peguis

reserve appears to fall mainly into this class" The St" Jamesr samples, as

indÍcated by the father rs occupation, are mostly in Class Five and Síx

the Index. It appears that practically all Ëhe subjects, with very few

exceptions, Ëhus belong to the three lowest categories of Ëhe Canadian economy.

Due Ëo Ëhe time facLor and oËher exigencies it was not possible to

complete the whole testing program on the sample of children from Jamaica.

The only test that was completed with these children r¿as the first test and,

Ëherefore, the only comparison that could be made wiËh the other samples

f

15
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r.^Jas on initial knowledge of conservation. In addition, a within sample

comparison was computed as a function of the number of years of schooling.

Fifteen of these children had attended school for two and a half vears

while the other tv/enty-six children had been in school for one and a half

years. Socio-economic level of these children was estimated by the prin-

cipal of the school to be low, but not in the lowest category of the torvn.

Iulaterials

Three problems devised by PÍaget and Inhelder (L94L) for testing

knowledge of conservation of quantity \.^iere used for Test f, and Test II.

The first problem involved Ëhe placing of Ëhe same number of marbles

or beads in two different sized and shaped jars, a long jar and a wide jar.

The issue is whether the subiect continued to believe that there were the

same number of marbles or beads in each jar although the levels lüere no!ü not

the same.

In the second problem, two identical balls of plastícene i.^rere used.

After the balls had been altered in shape the subject r,^ras required to judge

whether the quanËity of plasticene lìias still equal. Three variations \¡/ere

shown to the sub iect.

The third problem was initiated by usÍng Èwo glasses, exactly alike,

and which contained the same amount of colored water" The levels of the

water i.rere varied three times by pouring this r^7ater into other containers

of different shape and sÍze" After each variat,ion the subject Tras asked

Ëhe question whether he believed that there was still the same quantity of

rüaËer as in the unalËered glass.

These same problems were somewhat altered in Test II in order to

prevenL memorization" Details of both Ëests are provided in Appendix A"
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Materials used for training consisted of real and familiar sub-

stances which were brought to Ëhe classroom for Ëhe children to actively

manipulate and interacË with in accordance with Piaget ts assimilation-

accommodation model. The assumption for this training procedure was thaË

change cannot proceed withouË the proper stimulation from the milieu, pro-

vided, of course, the child is in some sense ready when something comes

his way" Efforts rnrere directed aL understanding the terms morer less, the

same, fewer, equal, and different. No direct ansl^iers to the problems were

given at any Ëime Ëo prevent rote learning" Details of trainíng periods

are given in Appendix B.

Pr ocedure

Each sample was treated separately with identical procedures admin-

istered to each by a single examiner.

All subjects \,niere given Test I indÍvidually. A1 I tasks \.niere intro-

duced to the subjects as games " Those children attaíning a perfect score

T¡rere named Initial Conservers and were eliminated from further participa-

Ëion. The remaining children were divided into two matched groups on the

basis of their scores. Group 1 received two training periods. This

training was conducted on a group basis with each grouP comprising approx-

imaËely fifteen members. Group II did not receive training and controlled

for any improvement from ËesË to retest as this in itself could be a

Ëraining experience"

All subjects, with the excepËion of the InÍtial Conservers, r¡/ere

Ehen individually administered TesË II.
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Sc or ing

One point r.^ias given for a correct ans\.üer to each subtest. A perfecE

score totalled seven poinEs.

Experimental Design

TAB].8 1

Experimental Design Adrninistered to Each Sample

Test 1 admÍnistered to all subiects - Initial Conservers identified

Group I Training Period Test II

Group II - Test IT

A four group design ernploying the Canadian Indian sample, the

Jamaican sample, the Urban Canadian sample withouË kindergarËen experience

was used Lo compare scores on the first test as a measure of initial con-

servation knowledge.

The results of training \^Iere assessed by comparing the difference

scores between Test I and Test II of the Canadian Indian sample and the two

Urban Canadian groups. The training period for the Jamaícan sample was

unforËunately not completed and, therefore, could not be included ín this

c ompar is on.

The third analysis was a comparison within the Jamaican sample based

on the results of the first Ëest as a functÍon of the number of years of

school aLÉendance.



CHAPTER III

RBSULTS

Before analyzing the data testing the hypotheses, it was necessary

to ascertain whether Ëhe variations in age, due to sampling difficulties,

affected the findíngs. The data are illustrated in Table 2 and Figure 1.

TABLE 2

Frequency of Initial Conservers as a Function of Age

Age of Subjects Initial Conservers Non Conservers Total

Over 7 years:
3 monËhs 584B10

From 6 years:
B months to 7

years: 2 months

o/,10 LO4

From 6 years
to 6 years:
7 months

6458

200 226

Chi-square = 1.845; P > "05'

A chi-square, r,^ias computed which compared Initial Conservers as a function

of age" In addition, an analysis of variance (Table 3) of the difference

scores resulting from the training program was performed in order to invest-

igate the effect of the differences among Ehe subjects on learning. Both

results were not significanË.

26
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TABLE 3

Summary of Analysis of Variance on Difference Scores

Due to Training as a Function of Age

Source df ns

BetInleen 4.L5 "y3 I\ o56

tr{i thin 4.34

Fígure 2 r¿hich illusLrates the results of learníng as a function of

age shows even a converse trend, indicating that the old.er child.ren were

not as advanced as the younger children. This could be attributed to the

facË that the older group contained proportionately rnore Indian children.

Two analyses \.ùere performed to test the hypothesis that children

from an enriched environment would score higher on a test of conservation

knowledge. The chi-square analysis in Table 4, illustrated in Figure 3,

indicated no difference between the cultures in regard to the initial con-

servers in each sample" Not many subjects knew this concept" only IL"9%

of the Ëotal sample \4lere positive that no matter how the quantity of sub-

stance was manipulaËed, there l{as stíll the same amount. However, when

total conservation scores from Test I for each subject. in each sample was

compared by ananalysísof varÍance (Table 5) significant differences appeared.

The results are illustrated in Figure 4. Application of Duncan¡s Range Test

(Table 6) revealed that the Urban Canadian sample wÍth kindergarten experi-

ence and the Jamaican sample \,ì/ere the highest groups, and had significantly

more conservation knoroledge than the canadian rndian group. The

76
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TABLE 4

Frequency of Initial Conservers from Each Sample

Group Initial Conservers Non Conservers ToËal

Canadian
Indian 6763

Urban
Canadían 6050l0

Urban Canadian
with kindergar-
ten experience 58/,o

Jamaican 4L38

200 226

Chi-square = 4"67; p > "05"

Urban Canadian sample without kindergarten experience r¡/as not significantly

different from the Canadian Indian group or the two high groups. The

kindergarten experience was the significant factor in differentiating be-

ti^reen the Indian culËure and urban canadian. The superiority of Ëhe

Jamaican sample can also be atËributed to Ëhe schooling factor as 15 of

these children had attended school for two and a half years, while the

other 26 chLLdren had atLended school for one and a half years. The sample

of Urban Canadian children without kindergarten experience had only been

26
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TABLE 5

Summary of Analysis of Variance on Total Conservation Scores

Between canadian Indian, urban canadian, urban canadian

I{iEh Kindergarten Experience and Jamaican Sample

Source df

Between GrouPs IY.OJ 3.2L

I^Iithin Groups 222 6.09

p < "05"

TABLE 6

Duncants Range Test on Total Conservation Scores

-

Urban Can" with
I(indergarten

Mean Can. Indian Urban Can. Experíence Jamaican

1Q 10 )\

aË school for abouË six months. Therefore, the firsC hypothesis whích

stated that children coming from an enriched environment will score higher

on a first test of conservation was confirmed"

The following analyses \^Iere concerned WiËh the second hypothesis

which sLaËed that children from a less conceptually oriented culture would

profit more from a transfer of Ëta::ning procedure than will children from
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our culture. Initially, it was necessary to determine whether the training

program had a significant effect when compared to the groups that did not

have training. AccordingLy a 2 x 3 analysis of variance was performed on

the difference scores between Test I and Test II of all the groups"

However, as there \^lere not the same number of subjects in each group) a

harmonic mean correction for Ëhe mean squares was applíed and an esLimate

of the error due to this approximation method \^ias computed according to

Snedecor (1956, pâr. L2.L6)" This analysis was performed by the IBM/360

Computer and the results are shor.^rn in Table 7. The f Índings revealed that

training significanËly increased the amount of conservation knowledge as

compared to Ëhe control grouPs.

TABLE 7

Summary of Analysis of Variance on Difference Scores between Lhe

canadian Indian Groups, the urban canadian Groups without

Kindergarten Experience and the urban canadian Groups wiËh

Kindergar ten ExPer ience

Source df ms

ExperimenË4l Groups and
Control Groups 12 "2L54 7 " 66rî

Canadian Indian Sample
Urban Can. inlithout Kindergarten Exp"
Urban Can. L{ith Kindergarten Exp.

6.37 9L 4.00

Group X Sample
Interac Lion 3 "3626 2 "LL

Error l^lithin Cel1s L "5952

lotal I2

SS

of

*p(.05.

adjusted for unequal subclass
N (Snedecor).

numbers by the use of the harmonic means
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Examination of the mean difference scores (Table 8) indicated that

although the control groups did not vary greatly, there lüas considerable

varÍation among the means of the experimental groups " Accordingly a

simple randomized analysis of variance (table 9) followed by a Duncanrs

Range Test (Tabte l0) was then performed on the scores of Èhe experimental

groups to ascertain which group profited the most from Ëhe training. The

fíndings demonstrated Ëhat the two Urban groups profited significantly more

than the Canadian Indian group. This difference is illustrated in Figure 5.

TABLE 8

Mean Score Differences of the Experimental and Control Groups

Canadian
Indian

Urban Canadian
without Kinder-
garten Experience

Urban Canadian
with Iündergar-
ten Experience

Experimental
groups "68 2 "L9 ') /,')

Control groups .31 t .30 ')^

Consequently this hypothesis had to be rejected as the daËa índicated the

opposite result had occurred. It is suggested that Lhe training offered

lüas not suitable for the Canadian Indian children"

A comparison within the Jamaican sample on the effecË of length of

schooling was made between the children who had approxímaËely two and a half

years of attendance at school, with those children who had attended school

for one and a half years. The median ages beËween the groups differed

by three monËhs, but it is unlikely Lhat this difference affected the resulEs "

The t'trr (one-tailed) for this analysis was 2.05 which indicated signi-
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ficance beyond the .025 level" Therefore, the children who had attended

School longer had more conservation conception, and consequently were

operating at a higher level of Lhought.

TABLE 9

summary of Analysis of variance on Difference scores Due to Effect

of Traíning Program Between Canadian f.ndian, Urban Canadian and

Urban Canadían with Kindergarten Experience

Source df ms F

Bet\,,ieen Scores 23 "95 6"65

Within GrouPs 3"676

:t p ( .05.

TABI,E 10

Duncants Range Test on Difference Scores aS a Function of

Training Between Canadian Indian, Urban Canadian and

Urban Canadian with Kindergarten Experience

canadian Indian urban canadian urban canadian with lündergar-
ten Experience

2.2 2"4.68
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CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

Results based on the Piaget ËesËs have provided relevant information

and suggest four main issues for discussion. The first point revolves

around the use of Piaget tests as a tool for cross-cultural testing. The

second topic is the manner in which experience affects the formatÍon of

thought processes" Thirdly, the knowledge gained from the results of the

training period has to be evaluated. Finally, the overall significance of

Ëhe fíndings as an aid Ëo education will be assessed.

These tests would appear to be free from cultural influence since

Lhe number of initial conservers in each sample \.^/as not significantly

different. Also comparison of the results of the first test between the

Canadian Indian sample and the Urban Canadian sample without kindergarten

experience did not differ significantly" This indicated that the thought

processes of the children wiËhin the Ëwo samples viere approximately the

same level. It can, therefore, be surmised that Ehese tests show less bias

than the conventional intelligence tests when administered to children from

cultures less conceptually oriented than our culture" The explanation

could be that these tests provide a more fair basis for judgment. They do

not depend on verbal facility but on cognitive maturation"

They also provide more information about the essential aspects of

cognition than the usual concept-formaËion tasks " Berlyne (1965) has

explained why the quantitative-invarianE experiment is more valuable in

assessing the thinking process. The usual concept-formaEion tasks aTe a

form of discrimination learning. Here Ëhe subject chooses the properties

which are relevant Lo the concept such as shape , sLze, or co1or. Afl

JU
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informatiori necessary to understand the concept is perceptually available.

However, in the Piaget tasks, the perceptual informatÍon has to be supple-

mented by information retained by the subject from previous experiences in

order to arrive at the correct ans\^rer. For example, in the r¡7ater pourÍng

experiment, he has to remember, that is, have internal symbolic information,

that the contents of the two small glasses is the same '[^iater that rtas once

in one of the big glasses " Although they are noË noInl Perceptually alike

there is still the same quantiËy of water. The right anshTer depends on the

subjecÈ ts memory and stored information resulting from past experiences.

The quantitative-invaríant experiments on directed Ehinking depend jointly

on external stímuli of the moment and on stored information embodied in

self-stimulation from symbolic responses " The stored information conlains

Lhe information of the transformations that the objecËs of our thinking

have undergone. Berlyne equales quantitative-invarianË identification with

secondary sLimulus generalization" The generalization is between the

column of water in one big glass with the columns of the I¡later in the two

smaller glasses, plus the memory trace, plus the process of pouring. To

underst,and quantity means to understand Ëhe changes or transformations iË

can undergo and yet remain Ëhe same amount, and also to understand the

changes it can undergo to alter Ëhe quantity" These tests involve far more

than external perceptual recognition.

Results from this experiment have also demonstrated the beneficial

effect of enriched experience on the development of thought plocesses ' The

effect of culture i^7as not significant when the Canadian Indian sa.mple was

compared to the Urban Canadian sample without kindergarten experience.

However, when the Canadian fndian sample rtas compared to an urban canadian

sample with kindergarten experience a signifícant increase in scores was
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noted for the latter group. They clearly revealed LhaË meaningful experi-

ence e such as kindergarten attendance, Ì¡ras instrumental in hastening Ëhe

formation of thought processes "

Piaget (1952) emphasizes that the role of variation in circumstances

affect,s the raËe of infanÈile developmenË. The more Ëhe child has seen and

heard, the more ner,^r Ëhings he is interested in, the greater is his capacity

for coping with his environmenE" This is because changes in circumstances

forces ne1ù accommodations and assimilations, which consËitute the develop-

rnent of intelligence. As the schemata become accommodated to a wider

range of circumstances, more aspects of the environmenË acquire the capac-

ity Eo evoke the childBs interest and curiosíty. Animal studies (Hebb &

I¡Iilliams, Lg46) support this hypothesis" They found thaË pet-reared rats

did much better on their test, due to more variations in their environment,

than cage-reared rats which experienced only the limited circumstances of

Ëhe cages " At the human level, Dennis (1960) , found this Ëo be the case

when he compared home reared childreri to maternally deprived children in an

orphanage at Teheran. He claimed that due to lack of aËtenLion and stimu-

lation only forty-tr,7o percent of the orphanage children could sit alone,

aL Ëi'üo years of age, whereas mosL home reared children sit by the age of

nine months. Physiological evidence shor'^7ing the effects of early learning

has also been presented (Krech eË al ., L962) " Sígnificant changes in the

chemistry and neuroanatomy of the cortex of rats raised in enriched envir-

onments \,vere recorded.

Evidence is inconclusive whether effects of early experience are

permanent in deciding the final 1eve1 of intellígence" Also, the e>çtent

to which adverse environmental effecls are reversible has not as yet been

decided. yet following Lhe reasoning of Piagetss developmental theory, in
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Ëhat new levels of thought are built on the existing structures, early rich

experience appears to be essential.

Berlyne (L965) translated the development of internalized thought

into learning terms. Inlhen explained in Lhis manner, the role that experi-

ence plays in this process becomes readily understandable" Píaget refers

to operations as inËernalized actions" Berlyne has equated Piaget opera-

tions with what other psychologists call impliciË responses. He sËates:

tfin operation is thus a transformation. It symbolizes a process that
changes one stimulus situation into another, and by represenËing to
himself a transformation applied to a real or imagined stimulus situ-
aËion, a subject can arrive at a representation of the stimulus
situation thaË a transformation would bring about."

(Berlyne, 1965; p. LL4)

Abílity to recognize quanEitative invariants lies in the ability to distin-

guish transformaËions that leave quantitative properties invariant. A

subject recognízing a quantitative invariant will be in possession of a

number of habit family híerarchies r,,rhere all chains will end up with the

same final outcome, but where the beginnings of the chains will ínclude all

types of transformations. For example, in the vlater pouring experiment, the

same amount of liquid will be poured into many different shaped contaíners"

The invariant-preserving transformation would be one that produces changes

in two or more variables that offset one anoËher" An increase in height

would be accompanied by an appropriate decrease in width and, therefore,

leave the quantity of liquid unchanged. A great many habit family hierar-

chies would be required to aËtain the concept of conservation. The above

explanation accounts for Ëhe role of experience ) and also explains why it

is so difficult Lo teach this concept in a shorL time"

These hierarchies play a relevant part in developmenË. Understanding

of conservâtion is eventually universal. Enriched experience can hasten the
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process or conversely lack of experience can reEard maturation. Hor,rrever,

it is conceivable that an older, more mature, child would not require the

same nurnöer of habit family hierarchíes for understanding the concept as a

younger child" But iË is reasonable to assume that the earlier the child

atÉains this concept, the better is he able Ëo match his abilities to hís

environment. This leads to a fuller understanding of his surroundings.

In this respect noËe has to be taken of the large gain made by the

Control group in the Urban Canadian sample without kindergarten exPerience

as compared with the Canadian Indian sample. Here PÍagetrs fourth principle

applies, in which he intimates the necessity of the match between the

individual and his environment as a prerequisite for learning. The Urban

group was evidently mature enough to accept the beginning notions of con-

servation The testing encounËer alone \.^/as a learning experience for them,

as to this Eime, they had not been exposed to Ëhese situations. On the

other hand, the Control group with kindergarten experíence evidently had

some familiarity with this concept which indicated that they were already

operating at this level. They scored higher on both the first test and the

second test Ëhan did the group wÍthouË kindergarten experience' They did

not acguÍre rIeL{ learning by virtue of test administraEions.

Examination of Table 7 showed the results of the difference scores

as a function of trainíng. The Table indicated that the training periods

significanËly increased the scores of the experimental groups as a whole"

This showed that if the child is exposed to an environment \^ihich stimulates

the learning of new habit family hierarchies, he can develop intellectually.

These training periods vrere very brief, but they díd indicaËe that ít is

possible for educators Ë,o sËimulate children to master neT,^l concePts. Thus,

Ëhey raise their cognitive level of thought"
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A further breakdown of the results in the experimental groups as

shown in Tables 9 and 10 indicated that both Urban Canadian samples bene-

fited significantly from the training" However, gain for the Canadian

Indian sample T^ras not significant. Three possibilities suggest themselves

for this occurrence. Firstly, one has to consider whether the Indian

children really understood the experimenter. Language l^las no barrier,

since English is the only language spoken on the reserve. In addition,

this particular reserve is not that isolated or much lower socÍo-

economically than other non-Indian grouPS. There may have been diffi-

culties in communication, however, about which the experimenter was

una\,vare.

Secondly, pilot testing for the training period involved only city

children" This raises an important question as to whether the training

periods were suitable for the Indian children. The right match between

the chí1d and his learning environment also depends upon the content of his

pasË learning. The situations and materíal used may not have matched the

content of Ëhe Indian child ts experiences. Another approach may have

yíelded more indicative results. The Ëhird possibility is concerned wiËh

the match and the childts stage of development" The results of the first

test indicated Lhat the Canadian Indian children scored lower on initial

knowledge of conservation"

Here the dífference did not approach significance in comparison with

the Urban Canadian sample without kindergarten experience. However, it may

sËill have been this difference that prevenËed this group from profiEing,

to the same extent, from the brief training periods. In Berlyners terms

they díd noË as yet possess as many habit famity hierarchies as the other

groups which could be used as a base for enlarging their schemas.
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Therefore, the second hypothesis which staËed that subjects from a

less conceptually oriented culLure would benefit more from training than

children coming from other cultures had to be rejected" the results have

indicated that the subjects have to be aË a certairi cogniËive level before

they can take significant advantage of Ínstruction. secondly, the teaching

has to be geared to the particular sample.

The comparison within the Jamaican sample on the basis of the amount

of schooling corroborates the significance of meaningful experience on

Ëhought processes "

Data collected in this experimenË have clearly shown the dependence

of the growth of thought processes on the type of environmenË' Effect of

this interacLion with the environment has been clearly displayed in the com-

parison of the Canadian Indian sample and the Urban Canadian samples" The

Urban Canadian sample without kindergarten experience \,Ias not significantly

superior to the rural Canadian Indian group. The decisive factor was the

kindergarten experience that made this sample significantly more developed

cognitively. No study r¡ras made of the kindergarten program, and no records

were kept of the amount. of time each subject attended" It varÍed between

two months to ten months, and yet attendance proved Ëo be a positive exper-

íence. One can suggest that early education develops the schemata, causing

maturation of the thought processes. Planned controlled experience should

be even more helpful ín backward cultures in order to ensure optimum

development "

One method of guaging this

tratíon of Piaget Ëasks, choosing

d.evelopment. Failure to Pass the

program should be insËiËuted at a

instruction would be by periodic adminis-

those suitable to the level of thought

Ëests would reveal thaË the Eeaching

lower level. Conversely, if the child
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succeeds in the tests, the teaching program could be speeded or advanced"

Education should be geared to a childts understanding.

In this experiment the Canadian Indian children did noE profit as

much from the training as did the other two samples. This illustrates that

these children required a method different from that for the city childrenu

Use of more familiar materials might have been helpful. InstrucËion could

either be ínstituted at a lower level or perhaps a method embodying more

suitable content was required"

It is necessary to understand the cognÍtive processes underlying the

comprehension of a given subject" This involves the knor^¡ledge of the

anticipatory schemas governing this topic. Learning mainly consists in Ëhe

modifications of the anticipatory schemas and formation of the habit family

hierarchies that make it possible to respond correctly to a quesLion"

Development of the structure mediating the solution should be the goal of

the educator"

Finally, the tasks used in this study have sho\nin themselves Eo be

educaËional" By confronting a child wÍth the unexpected and giving him the

opportunity to personally manipulate the materials inËo different variations,

he is forced to enlarge and modify his existíng schemata. They should forrn

part of the curriculum.
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SUMI"IARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study evaluated intellígence by measuring the leve1 of thought

processes of childrell. approximately seven years of age, using tasks based

on Piagetrs developmental theory of intelligence" The comparíson r.^7as

based on knowledge of the conservaËion concepË of quantity using Piaget

Ëype problems with continuous and discontinuous materials. This involved

a Canadian Indian sample, a Jamaican sample, an Urban Canadian sample with-

out kindergarten experience, and an Urban Canadian sample with kindergarten

experience" Tests r,ùere administered to two hundred and tr¡enty-six children.

In addition, the effects of teaching these concepts in two bríef training

sessions \^Ias assessed for all but the Jamaican sample"

The first analvsÍs \^/as based on Ëhe results of the first Ëest. This

indicated Ëhat the number of Initial Conservers in each sample was noË sig-

nificantly different. It was, Ëherefore, suggested that a judgment based

on level of thought r^/as a more equitable Ëest for cross-cultural purposes.

Total conservation scores from Test f f,or each subject in each

sample was also compared. Findings revealed that the Urban Canadian sample

i,rith kindergarten experience and the Jamaican sample scored significantly

higher than the other tl^ro groups. Therefore, the predícLion thaË subjects

from an enriched environment would score higher on the test l^Jas upheld"

The children with kindergarten experience, and Ëhe Jamaican children who

attended school for a longer period of time had significantly more knowledge

of the concept of the conservation of quantity.

The second analysis was concerned T,^/ith Ehe effect of the Ëraining

program on Ëhe differenË samples, Results showed a significanL increase
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in the dífference scores beËween Test I and Test II for the groups that

received training, It was also indicated that the two urban grouPs

profited significantly more from the training period than did the Canadian

Indian sample. These reasons \^iere suggested for this f inding. Firstly,

there may have been difficulties in communication. Secondly, the t.raining

program may not have matched the content of the Indian childrs experience.

Thirdly, the Canadian sample scored a little lower on Ëhe initial test of

conservation, which may have affected subsequent learning. Therefore, the

hypothesis that subjects from a less conceptually orient.ed culture would

benefit more from the training sessions was rejecËed.

The comparison within the Jamaican sample on the basis of the amount

of schooling indicated that the children that had atËended school longer

had more knowledge of the concePt of conservaLion of quantiLy.
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APPENDIX A

TesË I, Test II

TEST I

Judgment of discontinuous quantity - Marbles

60 marbles, a Ëall jar, and a wide iar are used. The subject

counËs marbles ínËo the wíde j ar and the Experimenter counts marbles into

the tall jar. Together they each drop the marbles' one at a time and also

count out loud as the marbles go into the jar.

JudgmenË of continuous quantity - Plasticene

Two equal balls of plasticene are used. The first deformation

consists of the subject keeping his ball round while the Experimenter forms

her ball into a sausage shape" The second variatj-on consists of the

Experimenter furËher elongating the sausage shape. In Ëhe third variation

the Experímenter cuts up the sausage into many pieces "

Judgment of conËinuous quarltíËy - I^iater

Two Ëwelve ounce glasses exactly alike are filled wiËh colored r¡rater

to the same level. The first variation consisËs of pouring the water from

one of these glasses inËo Lwo smaller six ounce glasses. The second varia-

Ëion is performed by beginning with two identical six ounce glasses that

are filled with equal amounts of water" üiater is then poured from one of

Êhese glasses into Lwo long Ëhin glass conËainers, The Ëhird deformation

begíns wiËh the same six ounce glasses Ëhat have been filled with equal

amounËs of water" Inlater from one of these glasses is poured into four

small glass contaíners.

AfËer each variatíon the childrerr vlere asked rvhether there r¡ras moTe

or less or the same amount in each, and why they thought so. The quesEions

were asked in a differenË order each Ëíme.



TEST II

JudgmenL of discontinuous quantity - inlooden beads

In this second test beads are used instead of marbles. The subject

uses the talt jar and the Experimenter uses the wide jar" The procedure

followed is the same as in Test I.

Judgment of continuous quanËity - Plasticene

Two equal balls of plasticene are used" The child forms his ball

into a pancake shape, while the Experimenter turns her ball into a hot dog

shape" The second variation consists of the child continuing to flatËen

his pancake while the Experimenter further elongates the hot dog shape and

then forms it into a doughnut shape" The third variation involves tearing

up the doughnuË shaped plasticene into little pieces"

JudgmenË of continuous quantity - I¡iater

The three variations each begin with two six ounce glasses filled

wíth equal amounts of water. tr{ater from one glass is poured into a twelve

ounce glass. I¡Iater from one glass is poured ínËo two smaller jars " I{aËer

from one glass is poured into five srnaller glass containers "

The children were queried in the same manner as in Test I.



APPENDIX B

lraining Period I, Training Period II
TRAINING PERIOD I

Children stand around a Large table and are queried about Ëhe mean-

ing of equal, more, less, different, and same. After each presentation of

material, díscussion is encouraged regarding the equalíty of the substances

af.Eer EraÍrs formaËion.

Each child is given twenty lima beans and told to make any pattern

they wish. The children are asked if they still have the same amounts

even though the patterns are differenË.

In turn, trnro equal lengths of raw spaghetti, tl^7o perf orated papers,

and two equal slices of bread are passed to each child with Ínstructions

to break up one but leave the other whole. Some children are told to eat

a small píece of bread, while other children are told to eat two small

pieces of bread. Discussion of eguality after each presentation is actively

encouraged by the Experimenter.

Two twelve ounce Cokes are opened in front of the children" Each

Coke is poured into a differenË size and shape jar" The children are

asked if they think there is still the same amount in each container, and

if Ëhey could drink it, which jar would they choose?

Materials are removed immediately af.Ler use to prevent distraction

during the follo\^7ing task"

TRAINING PERIOD II

The childrerr are again grouped around a large table and the same

discussions are continued as in the first trainíng period.

Each child is given ËT^7enty shreddies " The boys are told to make

a circle pattern and the girls are told to make a square pattern" Subse-

quently some children are told to eat oïre or ti^io shreddies"



Three apples are shown to the children. One is left whole, the

second one is cut in half, and the third apple is cut into round slices"

This same presentation is performed wíth three hard-boiled eggs with the

exception being that the third egg is cut into quarters lengthwise'

Discussion is encouraged"

Children are shown t\^ro unopened eight ounce cartons of milk. They

are opened and poured into jars of different shape and size. The same

discussion is encouraged and the same questions are asked as with the Coke

problem. The milk is then poured back into the original containers and

again poured into jars, but Lhis time the jars are reversed" This pre-

sumably sets up a conflict situation. Discussion is encouraged"

I¡Iorksheet (as appended) is filled out by the children as Experímenter

explains what is required"
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APPENDIX C

JA}4AICAN SAI"TPLE

Attended School One and
a half years

Sub j ect Test I Subject Test I

Attended School Two and
a half years

I
?

I
L

0

I
0
4
0
¿

1

1
3

+
I
2
5
0
I
0
4
I
0
2

I
aL

4

6

7

8
9

10
lt
L2
1aIJ

L4
15
L6
L7
IB
T9
20
2L
22
ZJ
') /,

25
26

7

5
I

5
5

I
4
?

4
0
5

7

7

0

1

L
âJ

4
q

6

7

B

9

10
11
1a
LL

t3
L4
15



URBAN CANADIAN SAMPLE

i,{ITH KINDERGARTEN EXPERIENCE

=-==-:

Subject Test I Test II Subject Test I Test f,I
No Intervening Trainin Trainin

5
a

7

2
5

0
1

5

7

7

4
7

7

7

0
7

J

0

J

L

5

0
0

I

6
0
6
0
I
0
I
L

0
4
)
4
0
1

0
I
2
)

0
0

1

2
J
4
5
6

7

8
I

10
11
L¿
13
L4
15
L6
L7
18
L9
20
2L
22
23
)/,

0
0
0

4
0
0
I
2

0
4

0
0
6

0
aL

0
I
a

1

0

0
0
I

I
n

0
0
U

0
I

L

n

0
0
5
I
L

0

6
6
I
I
6

1

L

3
4
q

6

7

B

9

10
11
1)

l3
L4
15
L6
L7
18
L9
20
2L
2Z
23
,/,
25



URBAN CANADIAN SAMPLE

I^JITHOUT KINDERGARTEN EXPERIENCE

No Intervening Training 'l'f41ñ1nG

Qrrlr ia¡'t- Test I Test fI Subject Test I Test II

6

J

J

0
0
0
¿

I
7

I
I

2

6

6
L

0
2

5
L

I
J

t
7

7

7

I
0
0
0
0
0
0
U

0
6

0
0
,)

¿

I
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
I

0

I

I
z

4
5

6
1

8
q

t0
11
L2
IJ

L4
15
L6
L7
18
L9
20
2L
¿L

23
?tt
¿)
26
27

Z

6

0
0
I
0
0
¿

0
0
0

7

4
0
7
1
I

0
0
7

0
6

0

0
)
U

0
0
0
0
0
U

0
0
I
1

0
1I

4
0
0
0
¿

I
5
0

J
4
5
6
1

B

9
10
ll
L2
13
L4
15
L6
L7
l8
L9
20
2L
22
23



CANADIAN INDIAN SAI"IPLE

No Intervening Traíning Trn i ni no

Subject Test I Test II Sub jec t Test I Test II

2J

0
I

0
0
0
0
0
I
0
0
0
0
0

t

1

t
I
1

7

0
0
3
a

6
7

0
0
0
0
0
0
U

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I
J

I
I
1

I
1

0
2

4
4
5

1I

2
aJ

4
5
6

7

8
9
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L2
1ôIJ
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1-7
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¿4
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0
J
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0
0
0
0
0
1
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0
0
0
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0
0
0
I
1

2
0
0
0
1

2
J

6

J

7

1

I
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4
5
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8
9
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t
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